
Viewing, Modifying and CRRT Orders in Power 
Chart

You can view CRRT orders from the Form Browser or by selecting the 
Dialysis tab from the Results view.



Viewing Orders



Choose the Dialysis Treatment Tab from the 
Results View. Widen the columns to view the 
orders. 

Every CRRT and IHD order that has been entered 
or modified will appear chronologically.  Use the 
scroll bar to see all modalities – orders are 
grouped by type and sorted horizontally. 

These are the times that orders were entered. To 
identify the actual stop and start time of any RRT, 
review the dialysis or CRRT flowsheets.



If there are IHD orders, they 
will sort to the top. Widen 
the columns to view the full 
prescription. Each of the 3 
CRRT orders (No 
Anticoagulation, Heparin and 
Citrate) will be grouped 
separately below IHD orders. 



You can also view the Power 
Form the Form Browser



Every time you enter or modify an order, it will 
be listed chronologically, and grouped by date.  
This is the time the order was entered only.

You can view the Power Form by double clicking 
or selecting View.



Use the Form Browser to view, but do 
not modify or discontinue from this 
menu. Modifications are hard to spot
and discontinuing the order from this 
menu only cancels the Power Form 
prescription – it does not remove the
Power Plan orders. 



Modifying an Order



To modify components of an existing prescription therapy (e.g., flow rates or fluid 
removal), type in CRRT and choose the appropriate prescription Power Form. Do not 
choose the Power Plan or you will create duplicate orders. 

If you are changing therapies (e.g. going from no AC to heparin), discontinue the current
Power Plan and Order the Power Plan for the new therapy. 



A blank Power Form will open.  



Select START OR UPDATE 
PRESCRIPTION. The most recent 
orders will pull forward. 

Make the desired changes. You are 
created a new order that will 
replace the previous version.

500



Once changes are completed, check all other 
fields to make sure they are still correct. 

Select the green checkmark in the upper left 
corner to sign the order.



Select done



You will be prompted to complete the date, time and reason for the 
change.  You may need to enter a new T, N for the date and time for
the change to be accepted. Sign the order. 



Refresh the screen and review the Dialysis Treatment Plan from the 
results view.  Note the prescription times at 12:54 and 12:58).  The 
dialysis flow rate was changed from 0 to 500.



Choose order anyways if a duplicate order notice appears, then 
choose OK. Refresh screen.



From results view, choose Dialysis Treatment Plan tab. Refresh 
screen. Note the prescription times at 12:54 and 12:58.  The dialysis 
flow rate was changed from 0 to 500.



Discontinuing an Order



To discontinue, choose the Power Plan order 
and right click. 



Unclicked orders will be discontinued.  If the 
patient still has a dialysis catheter, select the 
sodium citrate blocking solution so that it will 
remain on the MAR.



The prescription will 
be discontinued with 
the Power Plan.  Sign 
and Refresh.



The prescription 
and associated 
orders from the 
Power Plan have 
been discontinue, 
except the order for 
sodium citrate 
which was 
maintained.


